
Visual Experience with Quadratech is the line of premium Visual Experience models engineered 
for superior fidelity and durability with seamless alignment with other Visual Experience models in 
the Series. Visual Experience with Quadratech features a uniquely engineered James Quadratech 
Tweeter and Cymatic Diffuser to create crisp details and exceptional dispersion. Each VXQ 
Quadratech Tweeter was designed using iterative machine learning to create the ideal experience 
for each speaker size, a customized feature unique to each.

VXQ48R | VXQ68R | VXQ88R
VXQ48 | VXQ68 | VXQ88

VISUAL  EXP ER IENCE W ITH  Q UAD RATECH 

SOLD AS EACH
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VISUAL EXPERIENCE SPEAKERS

KEY FEATURESQUADRATECH TWEETER AND 
CYMATIC DIFFUSER
Using advanced simulation and iterative machine learning 
design, we took James Quad tweeter to the next level of 
performance. Each VXQ model has a uniquely designed 
James Quadratech tweeter and surrounding Cymatic 
Diffuser, the first design of its kind which creates an 
astonishingly clear and balanced dispersion.

Roto-Lock™ Clamps

IP67 Marine Grade, Aluminum 
Construction

Post-Capture 
Grille System

Available as Open Back 
or with IP67 Enclosure

VXQ48R
SKU 66096

VXQ68R
SKU 66056

VXQ88R
SKU 66058

VXQ48
SKU 66046

VXQ68
SKU 66049

VXQ88
SKU 66052

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
ROTO-LOCK® Superspeed Clamp System: Next generation aluminum/stainless steel clamp and screw system drastically improves 
installation time and ease.

Brilliant White Micro Trim XPC Grille: Brighter, more consistent white shade. RAL standardized to better match ceilings and walls. Bezel 
size 50% smaller with knife-edge to minimize shadow lines. Extreme Post-Capture system creates a robust magnetic lock between 
speaker and grille that resists intense shear force from wind and power washers. 

Optional Trimless XPC Grille: Same brilliant white color but in a modern, monolithic aesthetic with no bezel and built-in XPC retention.

Quadratech Tweeters with Cymatic Diffusers: Our next generation quad tweeter with state-of-the-art cymatic diffusers that correct high 
frequency polar patterns. Achieve even, balanced tonality to better fill spaces with smooth, extended treble that is remarkably consistent 
at any angle.

CDX Crossovers: Adapted from Sonance Invisible Series, our Constant Directivity Crossovers align tweeters and woofers to provide 
consistent dispersion at all frequencies.

Advanced Driver Motor Topology: Engineered via sophisticated magnetic and physical simulations to reduce distortion to nearly 
inaudible levels, resulting in the highest fidelity drivers we have ever made.

Multitude of Optional Accessories: With 127 new speakers and accessories, 1,800 total unique combinations of speaker configurations 
are possible from grilles to enclosures to other installation accessories. This gives the flexibility to tailor Visual Experience to blend into 
the design of any space.


